
Monday 13th July 
LO: To find a half.

Do Now

Something we learnt 

previously:

Something we learnt 

last unit:

Something we are 

learning now:

Addition 

a. 13+9=

b. 21+7=

c. 34+8=

Order the numbers from 

the greatest to the least.

72, 12, 24, 29, 64, 11, 51

Finding half

Can you shade one half of 

the shape in red and one 

half in blue.

Here is the video link to help you if you can access it . 

https://vimeo.com/434744785

https://vimeo.com/434744785


I do: Finding half 

. 

Dora and Jack have one 

donut to share. They 

want to eat half each. I 

know that to make a 

half I need to split the 

donut in two- EQUALLY. 

Think back to when we

looked at equal groups. 

I cut my donut straight 

down the middle. Dora 

and Jack now have half 

each. 



You do: Finding half

. 

Can you share the donuts so that Dora and Jack have half

each?



I do: Finding one half shaded.

I need to circle the picture that represents one half shaded. I 

know that one half means two equal groups. 

I can see the rectangle had two equally shaded sides. The 

pentagon has one small side shaded and one large side 

unshaded, therefore the pentagon is not representing one half 

shaded. 



You do: Can you find the pictures that 
show one half shaded? 

Circle the pictures that show one half shaded. 



I do: Showing one half 

I have split my tile in half in two different ways. I have spilt it across the middle 

making two EQUAL rectangles. I have also split it from corner to corner making 

two EQUAL triangles. 

I need to show how I can split

this tile in half.



You do: Showing one half 

Can you show me two other ways I could split the tile in half? 



Plenary: Am I right? 

Miss Wright says “I have split all of these 
shapes in half. 

With your adult discuss: 

Is Miss Wright correct? Why or why not?

Explain your answer. 


